
Our Price: £3148.99

Private: Atco GTL 43HR Twin
MT-AORDGTL43HR

Description
The GTL 43HR Twin is powered by a 656cc Briggs & Stratton Intek 7220 (EFM) V-Twin engine, providing plenty of power to handle tough conditions.

This is a heavy duty garden tractor designed for intensive use; with a strong box section chassis, cast iron front axle, and large 20 inch rear wheels. The lightweight, smooth
steering and the comfortable, high back seat, make this tractor a pleasure to use. You can confidently use this machine to maintain mny areas other than lawns, such as
paddocks, orchards and wild flower meadows.

The reinforced 108cm (43") cutting deck has two untimed blades, driven using large, premium quality pulleys and a Kevlar reinforced belt. The deck is fully floating with 3
anti-scalp wheels to tackle any lumps and bumps and comes fitted with blades optimised for side discharge performance.

Side discharge comes into its own in longer grass conditions. It leaves a uniform finish and will tidy up a lawn which has grown too long for successful mulching. A
mulching plug and a set of mulching blades are also included to allow the efficient recycling of grass clippings back into the soil, returning valuable nutrients and saving
time without sacrificing the standard of finish.

A multi-functional dashboard provides valuable operational information at a glance.

This robust machine is extremely versatile, more manoeuvrable and at a much lower price than a compact tractor, it also makes a very useful towing machine as well as
coping with all types of grass cutting scenarios.



Private: Atco GTL 43HR Twin
MT-AORDGTL43HR

Attributes

Technical Data

Engine size 656cc
Fuel Petrol
Transmission Hydrostatic Transmission
Width of cut 43? (108cm)
Warranty 5 Years

Contact us
Ernest Doe is a long established family firm with a network of branches in the
South and East of England. Managing Director Colin Doe is the fourth generation
of the family to have run the business in its 100+ years of trading.

The firm supplies an incredible amount of machinery; from garden mowers and
chain saws to combine harvesters and construction excavators. Our philosophy is
simple to supply the best products and then to support them with the service
facilities and expertise to keep them running perfectly.

Tel. +44 (0)1245 383565

Ernest Doe & Sons Limited
Ulting,
Maldon,
Essex
CM9 6QH


